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Increase productivity in manual operations for portioning, checkweighing, 
classifying, filling, dosing and piece counting!

Enter your own values and see how much you 
can benefit from colorWeight® the colored 
weight control. 
Based on the data you enter the calculator will 
provide an indication on how much you can 
- Increase Throughput 
- Reduce Errors 
- Maximize Uptime

Production volume per line per year

Significantly enhance the efficiency of your production line with colorWeight® scales. 
The colored backlighting of the display provides fast and unmistakable reading of weighing 
operation data! Based on our experience, you will have a conservative 10% throughput 
enhancement

Calculate your productivity enhancements

days

Number of scales per line

units

Insert any appropriate throughput enhancement with colorWeight

units

 %

working 
days Annual operators time savings per colorWeight® scale  

Annual throughput enhancement per colorWeight® scale units

Production volume per production line per day

Production volume per scale per year



Reduce under/overfilling costs - minimize waste! 
Increase profit and maximize savings with fail-proof processes and waste reduction. The colored 
display with intuitive bar graph guides your operators quickly and securely through their daily 
manual operations. Comply with law, internal standards and satisfy your customers with accurate 
deliveries and avoid reworking!

Calculate your yearly overfill costs

Actual cleaning time per scale per cleaning cycle

Maximize uptime by saving cleaning time! 
With IP69k protection the colorWeight® scales withstand the harshest environments, wet or dusty. 
Productivity is maximized as the scales can be cleaned in place with high-pressure equipment. 
Additionally, save maintenance costs for damaged scales due to water ingress. Based on our 
experience, you will have a conservative saving of 30% in cleaning time.

Calculate your time saving with clean-in place procedures

Overfilling per package

Cost of raw materials

Annual overfill costs per scale

minutes

%

Payback time

Scale operator: Labor cost per hour

 Number of cleaning cycles per day

 Insert any appropriate cleaning time savings with colorWeight®

Annual cleaning time savings per colorWeight® scale hours

Scale model quoted

Price of model solution

Cleaning staff: Labor cost per hour

Annual return due to operators time savings per scale

Annual overfill costs per scale

Annual return due to cleaning time savings per scale

Month
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Your Investment is paid back in

/ kg
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Increase productivity in manual operations for portioning, checkweighing,
classifying, filling, dosing and piece counting!
Enter your own values and see how much you can benefit from colorWeight® the colored weight control.Based on the data you enter the calculator will provide an indication on how much you can
- Increase Throughput- Reduce Errors- Maximize Uptime
Significantly enhance the efficiency of your production line with colorWeight® scales.The colored backlighting of the display provides fast and unmistakable reading of weighing operation data! Based on our experience, you will have a conservative 10% throughput enhancement
Calculate your productivity enhancements
days
units
units
 %
working days
units
Reduce under/overfilling costs - minimize waste!Increase profit and maximize savings with fail-proof processes and waste reduction. The colored display with intuitive bar graph guides your operators quickly and securely through their daily manual operations. Comply with law, internal standards and satisfy your customers with accurate deliveries and avoid reworking!
Calculate your yearly overfill costs
Maximize uptime by saving cleaning time!With IP69k protection the colorWeight® scales withstand the harshest environments, wet or dusty. Productivity is maximized as the scales can be cleaned in place with high-pressure equipment. Additionally, save maintenance costs for damaged scales due to water ingress. Based on our experience, you will have a conservative saving of 30% in cleaning time.
Calculate your time saving with clean-in place procedures
minutes
%
Payback time
hours
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